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A youths point of view.
There's so much going on in the world right now and it has been happening for a long time.

The period of youth has been quite miss understood,in everyone's mind being a youth means to
go to school, learn how everything works and finish school and get a job once your an adult.But
the period of youth is something more special,their is so much every single youth is capable
of,this is when you have the energy and excitement of learning something new something you
want to accomplish in the future.

Being a youth means there's so much that you can do outside of school to involve yourself
and build your community.This goes into another topic: Humanity.what does humanity mean to
you?As a youth you deserve to be educated, about the world, but also about humanity.When I
say humanity I mean humanity as a whole,which means humanity united as one.

This is a really huge topic because if you look at history, youth’s have been a major part of it
and if you go around thinking you can't change something that you know is not right you're
wrong! Let me tell you why,youth have the ability to grow and learn, whatever youth learns when
their young will define them when their older.This means whatever background, and influences
a person goes through while their young will change how they are as a person in the future. This
makes it hard for the world to change because if you're an adult it is very hard for you to change
what you're accustomed to.

Now let's go back to “Youth”, The period of youth also underlines the saying “you only live
once” This saying can be used wrongfully to describe youth as reckless, but it’s because youth
are still young. Youth need the proper education and a better understanding of their own selves.
To hear something like this as an adult you should already know the deeper meaning of it, but to
hear it as a child growing up could impact the way you think of life.

Youth has always been described as the future of humanity because they bring the new
generations into the world, but to have a generation that has no aspirations for the future could
be bad and dire to humanity.
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